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The Alfa Romeo Stelvio extends the century-long legacy of Alfa Romeo to the 
modern SUV. Like many of the iconic Alfa Romeo models that came before it, 
Stelvio combines championship racing technologies with a passionate Italian 
design aesthetic while seamlessly delivering the kind of confident performance  
and roominess demanded by today’s lifestyles. The result is an unforgettable 
driving experience that puts the driver at its center.

Stelvio offers more than just room for cargo; it offers plenty of room for  
personal expression. A wide selection of original, approved Alfa Romeo 
accessories and merchandise cater to different needs and interests to  
help facilitate a ride that’s uniquely yours. 

This is a portfolio that allows you to see how Stelvio matches up to — and how  
it can inspire — your day-to-day activities. It’s proof that the power of Stelvio  
goes beyond what lies beneath its hood.

Black with silver accents. [ 68418511AA ]

ROOM FOR PERSONAL STYLE

20-INCH 
ALLOY WHEELS



(Not shown). In black, featuring 
the Alfa Romeo script logo in 
red. Branded storage duffel 
bag included. [ 68379656AA ]

INDOOR 
CAR COVER

Provides excellent protection 
from UV rays, dirt and moisture. 

In black, featuring the Alfa Romeo 
script logo in red. Branded storage 
duffel bag included. [ 68379667AA ] 

OUTDOOR 
CAR COVER

LED projector lights feature the 
white Alfa Romeo script logo.  
For front doors only. Set of two.  
[ 68353798AA ] 

DOOR 
PROJECTOR 
LIGHTS



ALL-WEATHER 
FLOOR MATS

Provide maximum coverage and 
deeper channels to trap and protect 
your floor from wetness, salt, mud, 
dirt and grime. Mats feature the  
Alfa Romeo script logo. Set of four.  
[ 82216004AB ]

CARGO TRAY

Molded, waterproof tray provides full-area 
protection. Easy to install and remove for 

cleaning. Features the Stelvio logo. 
[ r ] 
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SECURITY 
BOLTS KIT

Includes four security bolts and 
one security key. [ 68353605AA ] 

VALVE STEM 
CAPS

Feature the Alfa Romeo marque. 
Set of four. [ 68353397AA ]

FUEL CAP

In polished aluminum, featuring the  
Alfa Romeo marque. [ 68353802AA ]

REAR  
SPLASH 
GUARDS

(Not shown). Provide excellent 
lower-body protection and feature 
the Stelvio logo. Available in black. 
Set of two. [ 68379691AA ]



ROOF CROSSBARS
Required for all sport or cargo carriers. 
Crossbars mount to the production 
roof side rails. [ 68379641AA ]

REAR-SEAT COVER
Keeps your rear seats protected while 

transporting cargo and luggage. In black, 
featuring the Alfa Romeo marque. 

[ 68353607AA ]

Properly secure all cargo.



TRUNK FLOOR 
CARGO NET

Attaches to the cargo organizer 
eyelets or standard cargo hooks. 

[ 68379779AA ]

DIVIDING NET
Removable net keeps your 
pet safely restricted to the 
rear cargo area. [ 68379757AA ]

REAR 
SEATBACK 
CARGO NET

Double-layer net acts to keep 
small- and medium-sized 
items secure. [ 68379679AA ]



LICENSE 
PLATE FRAMES
Add a unique touch with a branded 
Alfa Romeo license plate frame. 
Stainless steel in chrome or black finish.
[ e ] [ k ]

ROADSIDE 
SAFETY KIT

Includes safety light stick and LED 
flashlight, as well as branded 
Alfa Romeo gloves, high-visibility 
jacket and bag. [ 68353404AA ]

ICE 
SCRAPER

In black, featuring the 
Alfa Romeo marque. 

[ 68360782AA ]

KEY 
COVERS

Feature the Alfa Romeo marque.
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